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Abstract. This document is a supplementary material to the paper that proposes Pru-
nedDTW, an algorithm for pruning unpromising alignment path during the Dynamic
Time Warping calculation. Specifically, this document presents a necessary detail for
whom desire to used PrunedDTW with a linear (in space) implementation of the re-
gular DTW. This detail is necessary to guarantee the correctness of the time warping
alignment.

1. DTW in Linear Space
Commonly, the users of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) are only interested in the distance
estimation, but not the optimal alignment obtained by it. In this case, a simple trick avoids the
use of a N × M matrix for compare two time series with lengths N and M . Once, for each
iteration of DTW, the algorithm uses only the values obtained in the last iteration (the values in
a row1 of the matrix, representing all the possible alignments of a specific observation of one of
the time series).

The basic idea behind the linear implementation of DTW is the alternate use of the first
and the second line of a 2 ×M vector. It is simply made by modifying the recurrence relation
of DTW by function mod like described in Equation 1.

dtw(i%2, j) = c(xi, yj) +min


dtw((i− 1)%2, j)

dtw(i%2, j − 1)

dtw((i− 1)%2, j − 1)

(1)

where i = 1 . . . N and j = 1 . . .M . c(xi, yj) is the cost of matching two observations xi and
yj , usually calculated with squared Euclidean distance.

2. Aggregating PrunedDTW Pruning Strategies to DTW
In [Silva and Batista 2016] we presented an algorithm to prune unpromising alignment paths
of DTW in order to speed-up its calculation. In this paper, we will not present this algorithm,
named PrunedDTW, in details. For this, we refer the reader to the complete paper. There, one
can find the detailed algorithm and a discussion about the intuition about how it works.

Here, we pay attention to its adaptation to the DTW in linear space. The algorithm
presented in [Silva and Batista 2016] remains the same. There is only one fact that one should
be aware. We enunciate it in the following paragraphs.

The value of the start column is monotonically crescent. This means that the column
in which the calculation each row starts according to the pruning strategy is always greater or
equal the start column of any previous row.

1in this document, we consider a row-major implementation, but all the statements made are also valid to
column-major implementations



However, the same is not true to the end column. This happens because the end column
determined by the pruning strategy depends on two conditions, one related to the previous line
e the other related to the line currently accessed. This can cause the phenomenon illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Figura 1. Example of the phenomenon explored in this document

This figure illustrates the following situation.
(a) In the first row, the pruning power of PrunedDTW was weak because many values calcula-

ted in this row are lower than the upper bound (UB). The algorithm was able to prune the
execution of this row in the column j + 3.

(b) In the following row, values greater than the UB appeared from the column j + 1 until the
column j + 4. In this situation, the algorithm can’t prune until it finds the end column of
the previous row.

(c) Next, in row 3, the algorithm was able to prune the calculation in the column j + 2.
(d) Finally, in row 4, we face the issue addressed by this document. In a straightforward im-

plementation, in which a quadratic matrix is used to calculate DTW, the value in the cell
(3, j + 3) should has the value infinite. In an implementation using a two-rows matrix, this
cell will contain a garbage came from the cell (1, j + 3).

This issue is harder to detect than to deal with. In this case, we basically need to split
our pruning decision in two: before and after the end column of the previous row. In other
words, if we are calculating the value in a column indexed by a value lower or equal the ec of
the previous line, we perform the calculation normally. If the current column is ahead of ec,
both partials dtw((i−1)%, j) and dtw((i−1)%, j−1) in Equation 1 will give us values greater
than the UB. In this case, we shall change the min in Equation 1 by dtw(i%2, j − 1) only. By
this simple modification, we avoid using invalid values, caused by the phenomenon explained
in Figure 1. If the value of dtw(i%2, j − 1) summed to the alignment cost c(xi, yj), this row
can be pruned. Otherwise, the calculation continues.
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